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Not every airbrush system can work like a charm; Therefore, this article will show you the most common airbrush problems and recommended solutions. I hope you find useful advice and solve your problem. Airbrush problem 1. Airbrush compressor does not turn off this is a problem that can happen
sometimes, and usually at the completely wrong moment when you need to use a compressor immediately. Solutions: Make sure it's connected properly. Try spraying; It could be full of air. Take the air tank and the moisture trap and empty all the water. Leave the compressor on for 30 minutes and cancel
the hose (it can be overheated across so that it will turn on itself). Still not running away? Use responsibility and call the manufacturer. The problem could be with the engine or the electrical system. Check out the Airbrush Compressor Buyer's Guide.  Issue 2. Excessive noise from this compressor can
happen due to loose parts, improper mounting, troubled crankcase and problems with pistons. Solutions: Check the pulleys, flywheel, cooler, stapler, belt, accessories for all loose. Just find it and tighten it up. If the compressor is not installed properly, reinstall the screws and check to see if the vibration
pads should be replaced or installed. Damaged or oil-impaired crankshafts - check for new oil or bearings. Piston hit the valve dish and now there's noise, so take out the cylinder head and check for dirt on the plunger. Then replace the gast and reconnect the head. Issue 3.  Airbrush is not spray paint and
the reason most often for this problem is a blocked nozzle, but it can also be a thick color, a loose needle throwing nut, as well as low or impaired air pressure. Solutions: Clear and service nozzle to unblock it. Decod the paint with a suitable can, then try spraying. Check to see if the nut that threw a
needle is loose and tighten it. If the problem is the pressure, try increasing it, it can be too low to seal the paint. Issue 4. Clog of airbrush You have the airbrush in your hand and you're ready to go, and then you realize there's a clog. This problem has a quick and easy solution. Solutions: Filters and thins
the color. Deal with the dry tip. Rinse the airbrush by applying the air pressure. Clean the airbrush deeply. Also, to prevent this, use a ready-made airbrush color.   Issue 5. Trigger is suppressed into the air, but this color airbrush sprays can be caused by the needle not sitting flush in the nozzle. Solution:
Release the shutter of the needle lock nut and then lightly push the needle forward until it is inside the nozzle. Then tighten the nut to lock the needle. This is a case where the airbrush sprays only a splash of paint when the trigger is suppressed. Solution: Air Activated – Air Procedure Off: Press the trigger
down. Click the trigger back to flow color. Spray then return the trigger forward before releasing/air Turn off the pain flow before the airflow sprays residum paint. Issue 6. Trigger was released but the air pressure remains it can be caused by loose air valve closure or guide screw, either due to the color
residiveness or solvents that enter the air valve and cause the air valve seals to become sticky or even swollen. Solutions: First case: Tighten the closure of the air valve/screw guide. This will shut off the airflow by compressing the air valve spring. In the second case: disassemble the internal air valve
components and lubricate them with airbrush lubricant and then reassemble. The air valve seals need to be replaced if they're eroded by solvents. Issue 7. Outside the airbrush spray spray center pattern the cause is the tip of the needle which is bent. Solutions: Use a flat sharpening stone to align the tip
of the needle. Or replace the needle. Issue 8. Poor splashing and spraying this particular problem has various causes, ranging from color consistency, damaged needles, low air pressure, partially block nozzle or dry edge. Airbrush splash solutions: For a thick color, simply use a suitable reduction and
reduce the color to a milky texture. If the needle is damaged, simply remove it and clean it using a damp cloth with airbrush cleaner. For low air pressure only increase it until the color is sealed. Dry nozzle and thrombappe – remove the needle and then the dry edge. If this pain residive build-up in the
needle cap, nozzle or air cover, simply clean it or replace it if necessary. Check out the Airbrush Color Buyer's Guide. Issue 9. Spider spray mold if the color is over reduced and is too thin or runny it can happen easily. Additionally, this can occur if the paint is applied too heavily to a non-porous surface or
even by operating at very high air pressure. Solutions: Add color to the mixture or reduce air pressure. For too much color applied just don't draw the trigger back so far or even increase the distance from the surface. Issue 10. Bubbles appear in the gravitational cup or in a clear suction bottle, which
means the air pressure enters the paint buffer. This can occur due to an air leak in the nozzle/air cover area or due to a dry nozzle/block tip, loose air cover/head or even a split airbrush nozzle. Solutions: Loose air/head cover – just faster it. Dry tip/ blocked nozzle – clean it or replace if necessary.
Worn/damaged nozzle gasket – needs to be replaced. Split nozzle – replacing is necessary. Paint will not come out of an airbrush if it is blocked or prevented from moving between where it is held and where it enters into the high pressure airflow. This obstruction or obstacle can happen for a number of
reasons, including airbrush clogging, airbrush hardware problems, compressed air problems, or color problems itself. This article will look at the main reasons airbrush does not spray paint, many Methods on how to solve the problem, and preventive measures that you can take to prevent it in the future.
The three sections are: why don't paint come out of my airbrush; How to fix color does not come out of my airbrush; Preventive measures to prevent color from coming out of your airbrush; Let's dive right in... Why shouldn't a color come out of the Airbrush that only causes air, but no paint coming out of
your airbrush goes down to airbrush clogging problems, airbrush hardware problems, various air pressure problems, and possible color problems. While this article focuses primarily on the gravity feed in double action airbrushes airbrushes airbrushes siphon and side feed style often suffer from the same
problems and this information is very relevant to them as well, and these types of airbrush will be remembered especially from time to time.  in an airbrush color tube or liquid nozzle or clogged paint tube. Color clogging is the most common reason color does not come out of an airbrush, and even after
a thorough cleaning number it can still be the cause of the problem given the subtle tolerance and exact nature airbrush has. Whether it's dried paint residus, or even some king's piece of debris that found its way into the system, it only takes a thin piece to block an airbrush. Ventilation hole blocked in
capVent hole and blocked paint container. There is a ventilation hole in the lid of your paint or bottle that allows pressure to compare as a drained color. If the pressure in the paint mug cannot be evened then the paint will be restricted from flowing through the airbrush. Needle throw nut not tight if not
properly tightened the needle throw the needle itself will move when you pull the airbrush trigger. If it doesn't move you'll get air but there won't be a gap opening up in the nozzle so no colour will flow at all. Air pressure if the air pressure coming from your compressor is too low it won't be enough to seal
any color and spray it from the airbrush. True, the air pressure has to be very low for that to happen, but I've seen reports on various online forums where people have made exactly that mistake. This may be more common in siphon feed airbrushes which, on average, require greater air pressure to work
properly. Thick or old PaintIf color is too thick it just won't flow easily, and sometimes this will be the case for almost any pressure that your airbrush compressor can give. It is especially common in old paint where no amount of thinner will allow it to flow as a whole new color would. Wrong dilution agent If
you use an incorrect thinner for a given color it can cause the color to react badly and gum your airbrush, meaning no color will flow at all due to a clogging problem. It's always best to use proprietary thinners to fully match the colour you use Problems. How to fix color does not come out of my Airbrush to
get color to start coming out of your airbrush again you must first use methods of testing because the airbrush hardware itself works properly, then evaluate for color blockages, then evaluate and adjust the color you use. Follow these steps to get your airbrush spray paint again:Step 1 – Check for
blockages and ventilation hole covers and look carefully at the lid of your paint or jar to see if the hole is blocked. If so, take a toothpick or similar item and make the paint or debris out of the hole, making sure the rest of the lid is completely cleaned of paint. You can also check if this is the problem or not in
the airbrush to feed gravity by whether the problem will fix after spray testing so the problem was the pressure does not compare within the paint. Step 2 – Ensure the Chuck needle is tight and smell the back handle of your airbrush where the needle adds, and ensure that the Chuck needle is tight. No
need to make it tight to the point of grining, moderate finger pressure will be enough. Press the airbrush trigger several times to visually check whether the needle is moving back and forth or not. If so, great! If this is not then the injection nut does not lock on the needle properly and should be adjusted or
tightened again. If the problem will fix after a test spray then the problem was the airbrush needle did not move to create a gap for the paint to flow through the nozzle. Step 3 – Double air pressure check, set no less than 20 psi if your air compressor air pressure is too low and no color will flow through
your airbrush at all. Set your air pressure to no less than 20 psi to ensure that this is not the problem, as all palm colors properly, and especially water alone, will spray well from each airbrush at 20+psi.  If your compressor does not provide 20 psi or you think the compressor you have may be broken,
check out the super in-depth article on what to look for when choosing a new airbrush compressor to get an idea of what will be right for you to move forward. If the problem will be corrected after a test spray then the problem was the air pressure being set too low. Step 4 – Spray test with OnlyNow water
It's time to do a test spray with only water, as it is one of the thinnest mediums you can put through an airbrush. If, after performing steps 1 and 2, the water sprays fine, then the problem is resolved!  If the water does not spray out then go to step 4.STEP 5 – blow air back into a cup to get BubblesPut
water into the paint and block the edge of your airbrush nozzle with your finger or thick rag, ensuring that you do not damage the tip of the needle. Pull the trigger on your airbrush to get pressurized air into the airbrush and then pull back on the trigger in an attempt to get paint, or water in this case, to flow.
That Block the end of the airbrush, instead of running water, the air in place will move backwards up the paint tube and into a full color of water. This will be obvious due to bubbles showing in the water, and they will grow the bigger you pull back on the airbrush trigger. If the pressurized air does not cause
bubbles in the paint mug then there is a blockage in the paint tube between the paint and the airbrush nozzle. If the problem will be corrected after a test spray then the problem was a blockage in the paint tube that is now remaining, and should be followed up with a thorough cleaning. Step 6 – Deep



cleansing your Airbrush Cleaning that should combine the color, color tube, and also the airbrush needle which will need to be removed.  For a full article on this type of airbrush cleaning complete with photos and step-by-step instructions check this detailed article. In addition, you should also remove the
needle lid and nozzle completely and give them a thorough cleanser, perhaps leaving the nozzle submerged in a proper airbrush cleaning solution or thinning to really absorb into any color so that it can be easily removed. It is also an excellent idea to get an airbrush paint tube cleaner, such as the one
shown below, and give the paint hose very clean and thorough. Once the cleaning process is complete, re-add your airbrush and do another test spray with only water. If the water's splashing okay, great, you're done! It's time to move on to coloring considerations to see if the color you used contributed to
the problem.  Important: If none of hanel's solutions worked, then the problem must, by default, be with the color you're trying to use. However, however, it is assumed that water will spray through the airbrush fine but no color. If that wasn't the case and the water didn't spray out of your airbrush, then the
problem is blocking, color pressure equality, or the chuck needle not being tight, and steps 1 through 5 should come back.  if the problem was corrected after a clean spray and test then the problem was a blockage in the paint tube or nozzle that is now being disconnected and removed. Step 7 – Spray
test with this color not acrylicSome acrylic has a tendency to dry faster than amyels or varnity and it can cause problems with color clog in airbrush or nozzle color tube. If possible, make any additional test sprays with non-acrylic paint. If the problem will be corrected after a test spray with non-acrylic paint
then the problem was the type of paint you were using, and it is recommended that an alternative be found. Step 8 – Spray test with new colorvery old color often does not properly thin or flow with any amount of thinner as new color was. If possible, make any additional test sprays with a brand new color.
If the problem will fix after a test spray with a new color then the problem was using an old color that System. Step 9 – Mixing right paintPaint that has been left to sit for a long period of time can settle and thicken at the bottom. Take the time to mix the colour thoroughly, even for up to five minutes of
constant hard mixing. I've heard of people attaching a mixing device to a power clearance and putting it on a low definition to mix the paint, but I'm pretty sure if I tried that if I tried it I'd end up with it all over me...  if the problem would be corrected after a thoroughly test spray triggered paint then the
problem was using paint that remained for too long and not mixed enough. Step 10 – Hot color color does not flow as easily as hot color, so it may pay to heat your color jar under hot water for a while before putting any color into your airbrush. True, it's unlikely to be the main problem, but we're really
trying to cover all the bases here and get right to the root of the problem so no stone stays upside down. If the problem is corrected after a test spray then the problem was using a paint that was too cold and was not flowing properly through your airbrush in given pressure settings. Step 11 – Over thin
your PaintIf water airbrush ok but no color, it's probably still a problem with too thick a color that either doesn't want to move due to viscosity reasons or dries too quickly and blocks the airbrush. So now try to dilute your color a lot more than you normally would, say 2 parts thinner and 1 part color. Make
sure when you do this because you don't lower the pressure down like you normally do with a thinner color, preferring to keep the air pressure around 20 psi or more.  if you want very detailed instructions on how to properly dilute your color for airbrushing in a perfect pressure setting check out this in-
depth article here. If the problem will fix after a test spray with too thin paint then the problem was the color you were using was too thick. Step 12 – Use Color Retarder if the color you are using is just drying too fast and ceding your airbrush in a short time and then using a color retarder to slow down the
drying process will be very useful. Many color manufacturers will retarder their own proprietary color for use with their color range, so check out some of this degeneration to see if the problem solves. It might be worth using two or three times the recommended amount of meagon to really see if quick
drying paint was the problem. Normally you wouldn't use that much when you draw something, but you just make trouble sning down, so it doesn't even matter how much you use.  if the problem would be corrected after a test spray using a paint retarder then the problem was the paint dries too quickly
inside the airbrush and causes cbecks. Step 13 – Check spare parts to check if you have spare parts such as spare nozzle, swap it over to check You know he's not in any danger. For example, if the airbrush doesn't spray paint or water, even after deep cleaning, and you replace the nozzle with a new
one or one that you know worked earlier, and the airbrush then sprays perfectly, you know that the nozzle just wasn't cleaned properly and was to blame. You can also do the same by replacing an airbrush needle, and point or bottle if your airbrush has this functionality. If the problem would be corrected
after a test spray then the problem was an untouchable or faulty airbrush component that had to be replaced. Step 14 – Deep cleansing again if, after all thirteen of the above steps are complete, you still can't get your airbrush to spray water, the problem is almost certainly improper cleaning. This may
seem frustrating considering you've probably already thoroughly cleaned your airbrush several times, but nine times out of ten the problem comes down to cleaning. Make sure you soak your nozzle thinner or airbrush cleaner, you use an airbrush cleaning tool or brush, and thoroughly clean your airbrush
needle. It's worth blowing compressed air through your nozzle while it's not on the airbrush, but be careful you don't blow it off your fingers and get lost forever! It's also a good idea to cover the end of the airbrush nozzle with your fingers or rag, put thinners in the paint mug, and blast air and bubble back
into the airbrush for a while to really try to take out any chuckle left in the paint tube. A preventative measures to prevent paint from coming out of AirbrushThe contraceptives you can take to avoid the problem of color not coming out of your airbrush include a fairly deep cleansing between color
changes and always ensuring that airbrush components are properly set up for use. Clean correctly between color changes after use between any color changes and when you are done using your airbrush, perform a fairly thorough cleanup. Paint or jar, paint tubes, and also the needle should be
cleaned.  This requires removing the needle, for an in-depth article on doing this level of cleaning quickly and peace check this article that goes through it in detail. You don't usually have to remove the nozzle to this level of cleaning, just do so if you find you have color spraying problems. Double check
of the Chuck needle before use after you have cleaned your airbrush as stated above, put your airbrush back together and make sure that Chuck Needle is properly finger tight. It doesn't have to be a tight superman, a moderate finger clamp is fine. Double check that it works properly by activating the
airbrush and marking if the needle moves back and forth.  The hole of the lid opening is not blocked as the last part of the airbrush cleanup after use, check again that the ventilation hole in the paint lid is not With paint or debris. If so, just take it out with a toothpick or similar item, make sure the rest of
the lid is completely clean, and you're done! Final Thoughts on Color Correction Not Coming Out airbrushAn airbrushAn airbrush Brush is a precision tool that requires constant cleaning and testing of its components to ensure proper functioning without blockages or spray printing problems. If you're
having problems getting the paint sprayed from your airbrush, following 14 steps above will almost certainly get it functioning perfectly again. And once you are at this point properly preventive treatment of your airbrush will ensure that color spray problems are a thing of the past!  whatever you do,
don't give up spraying air. Once you get it functioning perfectly, which you will definitely have with some diligence and patience, it is a very rewarding skill to have and train.  
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